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PRAWN SEED EXPLOITATION ALONG KAKINADA COAST : 
A PRELIMINARY APPRAISAL WITH A NOTE ON THE 
BROODER EXPLOITATION OP PENAEUS MONODON 
K. R. Somayajulu, K. Dhanaraju, P. Achayya, V. Abbulu, P. Ramalingam, 
Ch. E. Thathayya, T. Nageswara Rao, P. V, Ramana and N. Burayya 
Kakinada Research Centre of CMFRI, Kaklnada - 533 004 
Introduction 
In recent times there is a steep increase in 
the exploitation of prawn seed in order to cater 
to the needs of prawn fanners along the Andhra 
Pradesh coast. There is demand mostly for seed 
P. monodon by the prawn farmers of this state. 
There are no official or reliable estimates of the 
total extent of prawn farms in Andhra Pradesh. 
However, the informaton collected from farmers 
and other agencies points to a figure of about 
20,000 ha (i.e. East Godavari 5,000 ha, West 
Godavari 5,000 ha, Nellore District 5,000 ha and 
other districts together 5,000 ha). All these farms 
cultivate only P. monodon for two crops a year. 
At a conservative estimate of 40,000 seed/ha/ 
crop, the seed requirement of the State works 
out to about 1600 million seed for two crops of 
the year. About 18 hatcheries are coming up and 
are at various stages of construction; however, 
only few are completed. About half of these 
hatcheries are located in the vicinity of Kakinada. 
Even after completion of all these hatcheries in 
the near future, the installed capacity works out 
roughly to about 700-800 million seed/year. This 
points out to a gap of more than 50%, which has 
to be collected from wild source. At present 
almost 80% of the seed requirement is met from 
wild source. 
Kakinada area is the major contributor to 
the landings of P. monodon along the east coast. 
This area is endowed with a net work of estuarine 
creeks and mangroves, providing one of the most 
congenial nursery grounds for prawn seed. 
Hence this area is the leading area for prawn seed 
collection in Andhra Pradesh. People from 
different walks of life have entered this new found 
business resulting in unprecedented exploited 
seed, particularly during September 1993. Against 
this back ground the Kakinada Research Centre 
of C. M. F. R Institute has taken up a preliminary 
quick survey of exploited prawn seed in this area 
during the month of September 1993 and the 
results of the study are presented here. 
Methods of study 
The area between Moolapeta in north and 
Yanam in the south, extending about 75 km 
along the coast was covered in this study (Fig. 
1). The data was collected at the primary level 
of exploitation on the beach. The exploitation of 
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Fig. 1. Map showing the centres of prawn seed collection. 
seed was personally observed and number of 
P. monodon seed collected were recorded. Sam-
ples of "discarded seed" were collected and 
analysed. The data on the secondary level of 
marketing and destinations were collected from 
the middle men. 
Gears used 
The main gear used to collect the prawn 
seed is a triangular "push net" locally called 
Dobbuduvala (Fig. 2). It measures about 1 meter 
at the base and about 1.2 m height and a net 
having a mesh size of 2.0 to 2.5 mm. It is held 
with both the hands at the upper half and pushed 
in the intertldal region or along the banks of 
estuarine creeks to collect prawn seed during 
high tides (Fig. 3). Each haul lasts for about 30 
minutes. Thus a person can operate about 15 
hauls per day. After every haul the contents are 
emptied into a bucket and the seed of P. monodon 
are taken out and rest of the contents containing 
other prawn and fish seed etc. are discarded on 
the beach. 
Apart from push net other gears employed 
for the purpose are stake net [Thokaovala) and 
drag net (Kontivala). 
On an average about 10 P. monodon seed 
were collected per haul by the push net, which 
forms about 18.8%. The "discards" include 27.7% 
of P.indicus, 48.8% of M. monoceros, 1% of 
M. dobsoni and 3.7% of other prawn seed such 
as P. semisidcatus and other unidentified species 
(Table 1). 
Salinity and size range of prawn seed 
It is observed that P. monodon and other 
prawn seed are available in all salinity ranges i.e., 
from almost fresh water condition at Yanam 
where it is under heavy flooding, to normal sea 
water conditions (35%o) at Moolapeta. 
The size of exploited P. monodon seed ranged 
from 8 to 16 mm. The others had the following 
size r anges ; P. indicus (10-16 mm), 
M. monoceros (11-20 mm), M. dobsoni (9-16 mm) 
and P. semisidcatus (15-18 mm). 
TABLE 1. Detailed species composition of prawn 
P. monodon P. indicus 
Actual number 102 150 
Percentage 18.8% 27.7% 
Fig. 2. Triangular "push net" used to collect prawn seed. 
Fig. 3. "Push net" In operation. 
Manpower employed and magnitude of seed 
exploited 
Observations on manpower were made from 
Moolapeta to Yanam. People belonging to commu-
nities other than fishermen were also engaged in 
the collection of prawn seed. Persons from other 
communities formed about 30%, who were 
otherwise engaged in different professions. As it 
is very easy to handle the "Push Net", even 
children and women were also engaged in the 
seed collection. Children and women form about 
12% of the manpower engaged in seed collection. 
Fifty nine villages were clustered into 11 centres 
for seed collection (Table 2). 
seed collected in "push net' (pooled for 10 hauls) 
M. monoceros M. dobsoni Others Total 
265 5 20 542 
48.8% 1.0% 3.7% 100% 
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TABLE 2. Manpower employed at different centres 
Name of the centre 
(cluster) 
Villages (under the jurisdictions 
of cluster) 
Number of persons involved 
per day (approximate) 
1. Moolapeta 
2. Uppada 
3. Vakalapudi 
4. Fishing Harbour 
5. Dummulapeta 
6. Yetlmoga 
7. Chollangi bridge 
8. Matlapalem 
9. B. V. Palem 
10. Bhairavapalem 
1. Moolapeta, 2. Amaravalll, 
3. Ramannapalem, 4. Tammayyapeta, 
5. Ponnada, 6. Seemavaripalem, 7. Nagulapalli 
1. Uppada, 2. Amlnabad, 3. Mayapatnam, 
4. Ramisettipeta, 5. Jaggarajupeta, 6. Kothauru, 
7. Subbammapeta, 8. Kothapalli, 9- Kondevaram, 
10. Yendapalli Jn. 
1. Vakalapudi, 2. Polaram, 3. Suryaraopeta, 
4. Nemam, 5. Valasapakala, 6. Komaragiri, 
7. Thammavaram, 8. Panduru 
1. Fishing Harbour. 2. Gorsa, 3. Achammapeta, 
4. Chandrapalem, 5. Godarigunta, 6. Thimmapuram, 
1. Dummulapeta, 2. Sambamurtynagar, 3. Dairyfann Jn., 
4. Kothakakinada, 5. Indrapalem, 
1. Yetlmoga, 2. Jagannalckpur, 3. Thurangi, 4. Kowuru, 
1. Chollangi bridge, 2. Uppalanka, 3. Pagadalapeta, 
4. Gurajanapalli, 5. Chollangi Jn., 
1. Matlapalem, 2. Ramannapalem, 
1. B. V. Palem, 2. Korangi, 
1. Bhairavapalem, 2. Pedagadimoga, 3. Chinagadimoga, 
4. Pedavalasala, 5. Chinavalasala, 
3000 
4500 
3500 
1000 
1000 
2000 
1000 
500 
2000 
40O0 
11. Yanam 
11 Centres 
1. Yanam, 2. Neelapalli, 3. Kurusampeta, 4. Parampeta, 
5, Dariyalatippa, 
59 Villages 
2500 
25,000 
The approximate manpower employed per 
day was about 25,000. Even at a conservative 
estimation of about 150 seed/head/day (15 
hauls), the total exploited seed/day along this 
area alone works out to about 3.75 million seed 
i.e. about 112.5 million seed for the month of 
September 1993. 
Marketing 
After sorting out the P. monodon seed from 
the hauls they were sold to the middlemen at the 
collection point itself. At this point .the price 
ranged from Rs.25 to 30/100 seed. The seed are 
counted with the help of white plastic saucer 
(Figs. 4 & 5). The middlemen after purchasing 
from the fishermen, will stock them in small 
Hapas (Fig. 6) which are erected in small ponds/ 
pools situated along the beach/back water area. 
These are the real centres of marketing. The 
major marketing centres are Guddivani Thumu, 
Dummulupeta, Vakalapudi, Chollangi and Yanam 
in the order of abundance. Prawn farmers/agents 
from different places are congregating at these 
places to procure the P. monodon seed. At this 
stage the price ranged from Rs.35 to 45/100 
seed. The cost of oxygen, polythene bags and 
transportation are met by the farmers themselves 
(Fig. 7). 
Some enterprising middlemen keep the 
seed in the nearby pools (Nursery ponds) for 
about a month by which time, the seed attain a 
size of about 25 mm, which fetches a price of 
Rs.100 to 130/100 seed. 
Fig. 4. Counting of P. monodon seed with the help of a white 
plastic saucer. 
Fig. 5. A close-up view of the P. monodon seed in the counting 
saucer. 
Fig. 6. View of hapas where P. monodon seed are stocked. 
Due to intense collection of seed, the prices 
crashed to Rs. 10 to 15/100 seed towards the end 
of September 1993. 
Apart from local farmers, people from West 
Godavari, Krishna and Nellore districts were also 
seen procuring P. monodon seed. 
Brooder exploitation 
Kakinada, being one of the most active 
landing centres for P. monodon in India, has 
attracted lots of attention for brooder collection. 
The mechanised small trawlers, mostly engaged 
in daily fishing bring these brooders by keeping 
them in sea water tanks. The daily landings of 
live brooders ranged from 25 to 350 numbers, 
with an average of about 100/day. It is roughly 
estimated that about 20,000 P. mondon brooders 
have been landed in the year 1993 to cater to the 
Pig. 7. A view of polythene bag containing P. monodon seed 
in oxygenated sea water (ready for transportation to 
the farm). 
needs of hatcheries. They were transported to 
hatcheries at Gopalapur (in Orissa), 
Visakhapatnam, Nellore and Kumta (on west 
coast) etc. 
The brooders fetch a price of Rs. 550/kg. 
Apart from this Rs.lO is collected for each 
brooder as "handling charges". 
Remarks 
It is clear from the foregoing account that 
even after the full utilisation of the installed 
capacities of the hatcheries (constructed/ under 
construction) the dependence on the wild 
P. monodon seed will be heavy. 
Collection of tiger prawn seed has become 
a lucrative business for the rural people residing 
in the coastal villages around Kakinada. This 
newly found avocation is helpful In income 
generation and is definitely contributing towards 
raising the living standard of seed collectors. The 
indiscriminate collection and destruction of other 
commercially valuable prawn seed which account 
for substantial quantity of 80% of the total seed 
collected is likely to have adverse impact on the 
recruitment to the back water and coastal prawn 
fishery. Even If the hatcheries come up and meet 
the seed requirements of farmers, collection of 
seed from wild is always cheaper as long as they 
occur in desired quantities and the practice 
would continue. The adverse impact of these 
practices on the recruitment of stocks has so far 
remained a conjectlon. A firm data base for 
quantifying the extent of such impact is not 
available for any water body in the country. 
However, there is an immediate need to see that 
4 
the presently "discarded" seed are put back into 
the sea in live condition to avoid wastage. It is 
pointed out by this study that prawn seed 
collection for aquaculture is a part of this 
problem and a well co-ordinated programme is to 
be taken up to generate the requisite data for 
evolving suitable management policies in the long 
run. 
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THE NON-PENAEID PRAWN RESOURCES 
Vinay D. Deshmukh 
Bombay Research Centre of CMFRI, Bombay-400 023 
The non-penaeid prawns, with the average 
catch of 57,000 tonnes, constitute one of the 
important marine resources in India. During 
1979-'88 period, the catch of these prawns 
ranged from 36,303 - 71,985 tonnes, contributing 
2.2 - 5% to the total marine fish production of 
the country. They form nearly 32% of the total 
prawn production. Although non-penaeid prawns 
are found all along the coastline, they form 
fisheries of commercial importance only along the 
northwest and the northeast coasts. The northern 
coast of Maharashtra, around Bombay, is par-
ticularly very rich, and contributes nearly three-
fourth of the total non-penaeid production of the 
country. Among the maritime states Maharashtra 
contributes nearly 78% followed by Gujarat 
(11.5%), Andhra Pradesh (4.7%) and West Bengal 
(3.7%). In other states their landings are small 
and they are caught occasionally. 
In Maharashtra with the average catch of 
44,511 tonnes the non-penaeid prawns consti-
tute 15.5% of the total marine fish production of 
(Fig. 1) the state, while in Gujarat, with 6,537 
tonnes they form 2.85% (Fig. 2) and with 2,669 
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Fig. 1. Annual and average yield of non-penaeid resources along the Maharashtra coast along with quartely percentage contribution, 
percentage species composition and catch per effort. 
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tonnes in Andhra Pradesh they form 2.1% of the 
total marine fish production (Fig. 3). 
The fishery is mainly supported by three 
speices, viz. Acetes indicus, Nematopalaemon 
tenuipes and Exhippolysmata ensirostris, (Fig.4-
6) among which A. indicus is the most dominant 
speices. In Maharashtra there are four species of 
Acetes, A. indicus, A. johni, A. sibogae and 
A. japonicus of which A. indicus is the dominant 
species which forms nearly 75% of the catch of 
Acetes species and 52% of the total non-penaeid 
prawns. In Gujarat A. indicus forms 4 1 % followed 
by JV. tenuipes (33.2%) and E. ensirostris. In 
Andhra Pradesh the non-penaeid prawns are 
mainly found in the deltaic estuarine regions of 
the rivers Godavary and Krishna. There are four 
species of Acetes, namely A. indicus, A, erythraeus, 
A. japonicus and A. sibogae. The catches of 
Acetes are dominant constituting 49%, followed 
by JV. tenuipes (38.8%), E. ensirostris (10.10%) 
and other caridean species (2.1%). 
The non-penaeid prawns are generally 
caught by the fixed bag nets, called 'dol' nets, in 
Mahrashtra and Gujarat and by a variety of 
gears, such as stake nets, scoop nets, shore 
seines, boat seines and drag nets in Andhra 
Pradesh. Besides these gears, they are occasion-
ally caught in the trawls also. The dol nets 
operated in shallow water depths of 15- 25 metres 
get better catches of these prawns. In Maharashtra, 
the fishermen use very small sized cod end mesh 
of 8 - 10 mm when Acetes swarms are abundant 
and 1 5 - 3 0 mm when JV. tenuipes is more in the 
catch. In other states there is no such selective 
use of cod end mesh for catching the non-penaeid 
prawns. 
A. indicus is an epipelagic, planktonic 
prawn and occurs in surface waters in massive 
accumlations or swarms which are generally 
influenced by the tidal currents, rain and winds. 
In Maharashtra, swarms of A.indicus are abun-
dant during April-June and in October-December 
period while that of JV. tenuipes are during 
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Fig. 3. Annual and average yield of non-penaeid resources durng 1979-'88 along the coast of Andhra Pradesh along with (juarterly 
percentage contribution in three years and percentage species composition. 
March*May and of E. ensirostris during July-
September and in December. In Gujarat the peak 
period: of occurrence of nonrpenaeid prawns is 
during) January-March and in Andhra Pradesh 
during July-September period. 
The non-penaeid prawns are tiny prawns, 
with the size of 2-3.5 cm in the case of Acetes 
indicus, 4-6 cm m the case of N. tenuipes and 
5-9 cm in the case of E. ensirostris. These prawns 
Fig. 5. Exhippolysmata ensirostris. Fig. 6. Nematopciaervon tenuipes. 
Fig. 7. Non-penaeid prawn catch. 
are delicate with translucent body and hence they 
get easily decomposed when brought ashore. 
They are also too small for freezing and hence are 
sun dried and generally taken by the poor. 
Sometimes the dried prawns are used in fish meal 
for cattle and poultry feed or used as manure. 
In Maharashtra, the present average yield 
of A. indicus, the most dominant species, is about 
20,500 tonnes which can be increased to about 
52,000 tonnes (MSY), but the effort required to 
harvest this would be enormous, to the extent of 
nearly 24 times of the present level of 300,700 
dol net units operations made annually. This 
increase in effort, however, appears excessive and 
also unreasonable from the point of view of the 
other constituent species of the dol net. 
A. indicus is only a bycatch in the dol net, the 
traget species being Bombay duck and other 
prime varieties of fish and prawns. Moreover, 
A. indicus is the most favourite food item of young 
ones of most of the coastal fishes, hence further 
exploitation of the species should be done 
cautiously so that the abundant biomass of 
fishes it is presently supporting would not be 
deprived of their food. 
It is found that even at the present level of 
exploitation along the Maharashtra state, the 
large quantities of A. indicus landed on particular 
days, are not completely utilised for the human 
consumption. Therefore, before thinking in terms 
of increasing the catches it would be beneficial 
to develop proper processing techniques in order 
to make suitable products of consumer prefer-
ences, so that the quantities which are caught, 
are utilised to the maximum extent possible. 
LOBSTER CULTURE ALONG THE BHAVANAGAR COAST 
K. K. Philipose 
Veraval Research Centre of CMFRI, Veraval - 362 265 
Gujarat has made tremendous strides in 
the marine production during the past two 
decades. From a humble production of 82,159 
tonnes in 1971 (7.1% of all India marine produc-
tion), the production increased to 2.34 lakh 
tonnes in 1981 (17% of all India marine 
production) and further to 4.92 lakh tonnes in 
1990 (20.1% of all India marine production, 
(Vivekanandan et ah, in press). This six times 
increase in the fishery was exclusively from the 
capture fishery sector. This tremendous growth 
in the marine fishery, coincided with a remark-
able growth in the proccessing and export industry 
of the region. A substantial portion of the marine 
catch is contributed by the Saurashtra coast. The 
introduction of the commerical trawlers in 1967, 
mainly to capture shrimps for export market and 
subsequent large scale expansion of the trawlers 
were mainly responsible for the blue revolution 
along the Saurashtra coast (Philipose 1992). 
Crustaceans mainly penaeid prawns and 
lobsters formed the bulk of the high value export 
items from the Saurashtra region. Lobster 
production had increased from 248.9 tonnes in 
1982-'83 to 473 tonnes in 1991-'92, showing a 
90% increase over the decade. The earnings from 
lobster export increased from Rs. 85.14 lakh in 
1982-'83 to Rs. 18.6 crores in 1991-'92. (Table 
1). This remarkable increase in the export 
earnings was because, (i) the total lobster catch 
increased considerably over the decade and (ii) 
the lobster price recorded a many fold increase 
in the local market because of the high export 
demand and a healthy competition among the 
exporters. 
Spiny lobster Panvlirus polyphagias (Herbst), 
locally called as Titan', supports the rock lobster 
fishery along the Bhavanagar coast. Lobsters are 
landed at all the major fishing centres from 
Ghoghala to Katpar in the district (Fig. 1). A 
TABLE 1. Estimated lobster export from Gujarat, 
and income earned during the period 
1982-'83 to 1991-92 
Year Quantity in - Value in lakhs 
1982-83 
1983-'84 
1984-'85 
1985-"86 
1986-'87 
1987-'88 
1988-'89 
1989-90 
1990-91 
1991-92 
tonnes 
101 
73 
373 
644 
412 
401 
209 
395 
353 
473 
of rupee 
85 
48 
295 
563 
557 
s
 630 
299 
698 
1032 
1860 
major portion of the catch comes from the 
'Bandhans' (fixed stake nets) and gill nets. 
'Bandhans' are made of synthetic twines and has 
a mesh size of 1.5 cm to 2.5 cm and a length of 
225 m to 450 m. The width (height) of the net 
is 1 m. 'Bandhans' are operated in the inter-tidal 
zones, where vast areas get exposed during the 
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Fig. 1. Map of Gujarat showing Bhavanagar District. The 
numbered centres indicate the places of lobster 
culture. 
low tide period. Lobster catches occurs 
throughout the year with the peak during 
September-October. 
Since many years, it was observed that 
large number of juveniles of p. polyphagus were 
getting caught in the 'bandhans', gill nets and in 
the trawl catches. Since the acceptable weight of 
young lobster for export is 50 g and above, young 
lobsters are usually sold for prices as low as 
Rs.15 to 20 per kg. Hence, the fishermen and 
exporters felt in general that if the under sized 
young ones can be reared for a few months in 
some controlled conditions and fattened to attain 
100 g or more, the returns would be enormous. 
In a hypothetical situation one kilogramme 
under sized lobster, weighing 40 g each, fetches 
only Rs. 20. But if they can be reared to 100 g 
each, the yield would be 2.5 kg of exportable 
grade lobster fetching an average price of Rs. 250 
per kg. Thus it is clear that a mere investment 
of Rs. 20 can bring back a return of about Rs. 
600 within a short span of time. This thinking 
seems to have encouraged a number of fishermen 
along the Bhavanagar coast to venture into the 
culture of juvenile lobster. This unique culture 
system, locally known as 'pit culture* offers 
immense potential for propogation to the other 
lobster fishing areas. A general account of this 
type of spiny lobster culture has been given by 
Suseelan et oL (1993) in the handbook on 
'Shrimps, Lobsters and Mud crabs' published by 
the MPEDA at; the 'IND&QUA' fair at Madras in 
1993. A detailed account of this culture practice 
and its merits are described here. 
Site selection and pit preparation 
Areas adjoining the coral reefs, in the 
intertidal zones are selected for digging the pits. 
Usually pits are dug in where the substrate is 
hardened due to the fusion of dead corals and 
sand particles. This substrata prevents water 
seepage from the pits and are ideal for inter tidal 
culture activities. 
Pits are dug parallel to the coast line. After 
digging and levelling, coral boulders are arranged 
Inside the pits to provide natural shelter to the 
lobster; Sea water enters the pit during high tide 
and hence water exchange takes place without 
any manual effort 
Pits are reported to be varying in size from 
place to place Pits ranging from 1.75 x 
1.75xtmslzeto21x7x 1 m size are in operation 
at present However, for the better management, 
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10 x 7 x 1 m sized pits are reported to be more 
accepted among the culturists. In some cases 
pits are also partitioned using nylon nets, so as 
to stock separate size groups, avoiding competi-
tion for food and shelter. 
Pits are invariably covered with nylon 
monofilament nets (Fig. 2). Nets are fixed on 
wooden frames using reepers and nails. The 
wooden frame is firmly fixed all along the sides 
of the pit, using concrete blocks. The net cover 
is usually kept in a tent like position using 
wooden pieces fixed at regular intervals inside the 
pit. The net cover prevents the lobsters from 
escaping when tide water floods the pit. 
Seed collection and transporation 
Young lobsters caught in the 'bandhans' are 
collected and transported by road or over sea 
using wet gunny bags and plywood boxes to the 
culture site since lobsters can be kept alive 
outside sea water for considerable time. If 
provided with wet seaweeds, seawater soaked saw 
dust or wet sand, transportation of juveniles do 
not pose any problem. 
Stocking density 
Stocking rates varies from farmer to farmer 
and in most cases excessive stocking and as a 
result stunted growth has been reported from 
many places. However, through trial and error 
method some of the farmers now stocks 10 to 15 
young ones per square metre. At Zasmer in a 
pond of 21 x 7 x lm size, a stocking density of 
3000 numbers was reported with good growth 
rate. Sarvaiya (1991) recommended 1000 num-
bers in a pond of 10 x 7m size and reported of 
getting a much better growth rate. However, after 
analysing the growth rate in different systems a 
stocking density of 10-15 lobster per square 
metre seems to be the ideal proposition. 
Food and feeding 
Since the areas adjoining coral reefs are 
rich in productivity and abound with a variety of 
organisms like worms, bivalves, small crabs, 
echinoderms and a host of other organisms, tide 
te™^*fK^^ :'$v&Z&c^W&*^*X&&&-8&&$g 
> 
Fig. 2. Diagrammatic representation of a lobster culture pond In the Intertldal zone. 
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water brings in sufficient quantity of these 
organisms which forms the natural food items of 
P. polyphagus. Supplementary feeding was done 
by using the trash fish from the "bandhan' 
catches. Trash fishes are crushed before feeding 
lobsters in the rearing pit. At present no specific 
feeding rate is practiced by any of the fishermen 
and in most of the cases excess feeding has been 
reported. But, since the water inside the pits is 
regularly exchanged through tidal flow, deterio-
ration of the water quality has not been reported. 
No specific feeding time was followed by any of 
the farmers. 
Growth rate 
In majority of the cases reported, it was 
found that lobsters weighing below 50 g was used 
for stocking in the ponds. The rearing time was 
80 to 90 days in most cases, and it was reported 
taht the lobsters were fattened to 100 to 125 g 
within this period. Although much higher growth 
rates were reported from some other areas its 
authenticity could not be verified. However, in 
almost all the cases average monthly weight 
increment was found to be 25 to 30 g per month. 
Harvesting and marketing 
The cultured lobsters are harvested after 
draining the pits during low tide period or after 
pumping out the water. Lobsters hiding in the 
crevices are hand picked and marketed alive. 
Cultured lobsters weighing in excess of lOOg 
individually, fetches prices ranging from Rs. 200 
to Rs. 250 per kg. Almost all the lobsters are 
procured by the proccessing plants at Veraval for 
exporting to the overseas markets. 
Discussion 
Sarvaiya (1987, 1991) reported extensive 
lobster culture activities from the Bhavanagar 
District. He had also reported a case study from 
Katpar where a growth rate of 100-125'g weight 
increment in 80-90 days was observed In a pit. 
The pond size in this case was reported to be 7m 
x 4.6m x lm. It is assumed that since the pond 
size was smaller the management and feeding 
would have been much easier and resulted in a 
better growth rate. However, even in larger 
ponds, an average growth rate of 25r30 g per 
month was found quite possible. 
The economics of this unique culture 
system is not fully avaialable at present. Because 
of the large scale 'bandhan' operation, the 
availability of the young ones are in plenty and 
the prices are also very low. Since the feed used 
is mainly trash fish of low value, the input amd 
maintenance cost of the system is very low. 
The yield from a pond of 70 sq.m size, in 
which 1000 young lobster* were stocked, was 
reported to be about 100 kg per crop and about 
300 kg In an year from three crops. The cost 
of juveniles worked out to be Rs. 2,100/- at the 
rate of Rs. 20/- per kg. The income from the sale 
of 300 kg of lobster at the rate of Rs. 250/- per 
kg worked out to be Rs. 75,000. Even after 
deducting all the input costs like seed, trash fish, 
nylon netting, labour charges etc., it may be still 
possible to make a net income of about Rs. 
50,000/- from a 70 sq. m pond. This high income 
earning is possible because of the price barrier 
existing between the under sized lobster and the 
large sized lobster. Hence, through this type of 
culture practice, where fattening of the Juveniles 
is mainly done, a precious resource otherwise 
wasted is well utilized and valuable foreign 
exchange is earned. 
The most significant reasons for the high 
growth rate reported in this type of culture is due 
to (I) regular exchange of water In the ponds, 
through tidal inflow, (11) availability of cheap trash 
fish, in large quantities In the area as feed and 
(iii) high productivity naturally available in the 
coral reef areas. 
Lobster catches from the traditional fishing 
grounds in the southwest coast has been showing 
a decliing trend for many years now (Philipose, 
1991) Occurrence of juvenile lobsters In the gill 
nets, trawl nets, stake nets and disco vajas are 
quite common in almost all the areas where 
lobster fishery exists. In most areas especially 
along the southwest coast, juveniles are still sold 
for very low prices or are discarded. Hence, in 
this areas it will be a very viable and economical 
proposition to have a series of ponds dug in the 
beach with water exchanging either through tidal 
inflow or by mechanical pumping, to culture the 
young lobsters to marketable sizes. Once 
perfected this will help to conserve the resource, 
to utilize it in a better way, to augment the income 
of the fishermen and also to generate useful 
employment to the fisherwomen In the rural 
fishing villages. 
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INFLUENCE OF MANGROVE ECOSYSTEM ON THE 
BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES AND FISHERY OF KAKINADA* 
Since there are no records of detailed 
investigation on the ecology of the mangrove 
ecosystem around Kakinada and keeping in view 
of the vastness, fertility and biological resources 
of the Kakinada Bay and the adjacent sea, the 
Institute took initiative to conduct a study on the 
ecology of mangrove areas around Kakinada 
during 1982-'85 to understand the various 
ecological aspects connected to the water, soil/ 
sediment and mangrove-associated fauna and 
their influence on fisheries. 
Extensive seasonal surveys were conducted 
along the mangrove canals and creeks of the 
Gautami-Godavari estuarine system discharging 
into the Kakinada Bay. Apart from these, regular 
observations were made at nine selected stations 
(Fig. 1) covering the estuarine canals of Chollangi, 
Matlapalem, Ramannapalem, B.V.Palem, 
Gadimoga and Bhairavapalem on the ecological 
parameters of water and sediments and qualita-
tive and quantitative aspects of the fauna of the 
mangrove zone. The gist of the results with 
special reference to the prawn resources of the 
Kakinada region is given below. 
The results indicate that the hydrographic 
condition and sediment fertility are quite suitable 
to serve this environment as a nursery ground for 
several species offish, prawn, crab and molluscan 
resources. Among these, prawn juveniles consti-
tuted 82% of the bottom epifauna composed of 
Metapenaeus dobsoni (50%), M. monoceros (35%), 
Penaeus tndicus (14.5%) and P. monodon (0.5%) 
in the order of abundance along the creeks and 
canals of the mangrove areas. 
Among these economically important spe-
cies, seeds and juveniles of P. indicus are 
•Prepared by :G. S. D. Selvaraj, Central Marine Fisheries R 
relatively more in Chollangi and Coringa estuar-
ies with their peak during May-August, 
M. dobsoni in B. V. Palem and Ramannapalem 
(Coringa) estuarine systems throughout the year 
with the peak in September-December and M. 
monoceros in Chollangi and Coringa with the 
peak during February-April. P. monodon seeds 
were available in considerable number in the tidal 
inundated shallow grass fields and creeks along 
the banks of Gaderu canal between Gadimoga 
and Bhairavapalem (stns 8-9) with their seasonal 
abundance during August-October. P. monodon 
seeds are collected from here and supplied to 
local prawn farms. Among the non-penaeids, 
seeds and juveniles of Macrobrachium malcomsoni 
and M. rude were plenty in the Matlapalem canal 
towards upstream followed by Coringa estuary 
where they occurred throughout the year, while 
M. rosenbergii was found to be less in number 
in these estuarine canals. 
Studies on the prawn fishery of the inshore 
waters of the sea at Uppada (6 nautical miles 
north of Kakinada Bay) between 10-45 m-depth, 
conducted by the Institute during 1979-'83 [Mar. 
Fish. Infor. Sew., T&E Ser., No 62: 6-11) revealed 
that on average 500 tonnes of prawns were 
landed annually from this area (Lat. 17°06'N 
Long. 82°23'E), of which penaeid prawn catch 
constituted 82.4% . Among the penaeid prawns, 
the annual average landings of P. tndicus, 
M. dobsoni and M. monoceros are estimated as 
38.09, 267.83 and 15.08 tonnes respectively, 
their size range in the fishery being 50-216 mm, 
50-119 mm and 60-169 mm respectively. 
8 t P. monodon contributed forming 2% of the 
penaeid prawn landing while M. dobsoni catch 
constituted about 65% which forms the major 
:h Institute, Cochin - 682 014 
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Fig. 1. Map of Kakinada mangroves showing stations. 
component of the penaeid prawn seed resource 
of the Kakinada mangrove ecosystem, whereas 
the non-penaeid fishery of the open sea differs 
from that of the mangrove areas in their species 
composition. 
Among the crab resources, seeds and 
adults of Scylla serrata were plenty at Chollangi, 
B. V. Palem and Gadimoga with peak fishery 
exploitation of adults during October-December, 
especially from the Gaderu estuary at Gadimoga. 
Sea-shell collection of gastropods and 
bivalves is also going on in a larger scale from 
the Kakinada Bay (Mar. Ftsh. Infor. Sew., T&E 
Ser., 59; 1-16) and are landed at Chollangi for 
road transport. 
Apart from the natural destruction going on 
along the perifery of larger estuarine canals by 
unusual floods during northeast monsoon sea-
son, indiscriminate cutting and destruction of 
mangrove forest is going on along the banks of 
Coringa estuary by the villagers at Ramannapalem 
and B. V. Palem as evidenced by the raw 
materials used In the construction and periodic 
maintenance of hundreds of huts of fishermen, 
apart from their use as fodder for cattle and fuel 
for domestic purposes. 
From the fisheries point of view, human 
interferences, either by fishing the juvenile 
prawns and crabs in the mangrove canals or 
indirectly by the destruction of mangrove vegeta-
tion, have great impact on the biological re-
sources, particularly on the recruitment of the 
juvenile prawns of P. Indtcus, P. monodon, 
M. dobsoni and M. monoceros and the crab, 
ScyUa serrata in the fishery of the Kakinada Bay 
and the neighbouring open sea. 
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A NOTE ON THE INTRODUCTION OF DOUBLE NET 
ALONG SOUTH MALABAR COAST* 
The introduction of out board engines in the 
recent past has changed the face of the 
traditional fishing activities. This modified the 
shape and structure of many existing crafts and 
gears. One of the significant out come is the 
facility to drag or pull the net through the water 
by the country crafts with the aid of out board 
engines, which was unimmaginable to the tradi-
tional fishermen until recently. 
•Prepared by : T. Girijavallabhan, Calicut Research Centre 
The latest to this generation is the 'Double 
net'. The 'double net* is the modified form of 
'Disco vala', the 'minitrawr. Here two crafts each 
fitted with out board engines with a capacity of 
7 HP are engaged In operating one net. Locally 
this is also known as 'Pothen vala'. 
The total length of the 'Pothen vala' Is about 
14 metres. The width is about 8 metres. Unlike 
Disco net otter boards are not used in double 
of CMFRI. Calicut - 673 005. '' ' •*"'• '•"-' ' ; 
Fig. 1. Double net. 
nets, instead lead weights of about 5 kg are 
attached to the foot rope. Thirteen aluminum 
floats are attached to the head rope at regular 
intervals as shown in the diagram. Nylon ropes 
of desired length as per depth are used in the 
place of wire ropes of trawlers. 
The first part of the net called the belly 
extends upto 7.20 metres. Here the mesh size 
is 18 mm. The second part of the net called 
'throat' has a length of 0.9 metres with a mesh 
size of 15 mm. The cod end of the net is called 
bag and has a length of 5.4 metres with a mesh 
size of 8 mm. 
The net can be operated at different levels 
of water column adjusting the number of floats 
and weights. Usually the net is operated during 
the period from July to October within 15 metres 
of depth. 
The catches include Parapenaeopsis 
stylifera, Metapermaeus dobsorii, Penaeus indicus, 
Cynoglossus macrostomus, Otollthus ruber, 
Stolephorus batavienris, Carangoidus malabaricus 
etc. The average cost of one net is about Rs. 
3000/-. The net is made of nylon. 
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PRAWN CULTURE AT MOOLAKODDU IN VISAKHAPATNAM DISTRICT 
ANDHRA PRADESH" 
Prawn is a valuable resource because of the 
demand in export trade. The centre and state 
governments are coming forward to extend their 
help to the prawn culture. 
The Andhra Pradesh Rellikula Sankshema 
Seva Sangham is working hard for the upliftment 
of Relli community (Scheduled caste) in eleven 
districts of Andhra Pradesh, On the basis of its 
recommendations and effort, the State Scheduled 
'Prepared by : S. Satya Rao, M. Prasada Rao, S. Chandrasekhar, 
Caste Corporation encouraged the Relli commu-
nity youth of Moolakoddu for prawn culture. 
Moolakoddu is 3 km away from Bhimili-
patnam in VisakHapatnam District. It is between 
Nagamayyapalem and Bhimilipatnam fish land-
ing centres. There are only two communities of 
people living here, the Reddys and Rellis. The 
Relli community people use to do labour work in 
the agriculture and salt fields of Reddys. Eighteen 
Vlsakhapatnam Research Centre of CMFRI, Vlsakhapatnam. 
Relli community families are benefitted with the 
introduction of the prawn culture at Moolakoddu. 
The educational qualification of the 18 benefici-
aries range from I to X class only. About 100 
houses are there including 20 pucca houses 
constructed by state Government and the rest 
huts. 
The State S.C. Corporation alloted 50 acres 
of land to 18 youths of this village. The digging, 
deepening, shaping, arrangements of inlets, 
outlets and water flowing chanals were done by 
the S.C Corporation following MPEDA design. 
Each person got 2.5 acres of land as their part. 
Figs. 1 and 2 show the prawn culture fields with 
all facilities. 
Initially they purchased prawn seed (P. 
Fig. 1. View of the shrimp culture ponds. 
monodon) from TASPARC atVizagandKakinada. 
With a capital of Rs. 5,000/- jfaey obtained about 
Rs. 60,000/- in four months. In November 1992 
they seeded and harvested in May "93. Each of 
them paid Rs. 23,000/- to S.C. Corporation and 
cleared the loan. 
Second time they purchased prawn seed 
from Kaklnada. They started seeding in August 
'93. This time a high mortality was caused to 
P. monodon larva due to high salinity, so they 
incurred some loss. However, they managed to 
get their capital amount by harvesting the rest 
of the P. monodon in November '93. 
Now they are of the opinion that the prawn 
seeds from TASPARC are belter for their prawn 
culture. 
Fig. 2. View of the culture ponds with sea, creek and pump 
houses. 
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INCIDENTAL HEAVY LANDINGS OP MACKEREL, 
AT ARANGAMKUPPAM NEAR MADRAS* 
During the period 1988-'92, an annual 
average of 14,340 t of the mackerel, Rastrelliger 
kanagurta were landed along the Tamil Nadu 
coast. Out of the total mackerel landed during 
the period, 44% was obtained in 1902. Peak 
mackerel catches alng the east coast occurs in 
March-April period [Mar. Fish. Infor. Sew., T&E 
Sen, No. 63, 1985). In this connection it was 
interesting to observe an incidental heavy land-
ings of the mackerel outside the fishing season 
recorded on 22-6-'92 at Aramgamkuppam land-
ing centre bordering the Pulicat Lake of Chengalpet 
District. 
•Report by : S. Subramanl, Madras Research Centre of C. M. F. 
On 22-6-'92 twenty Ave bag-net [Eda-vala% 
units of this centre landed with an average of 2.5t 
of mackerel. The bag-nets were operated by 
catamarans fitted with outboard engines in the 
area north east off Pulicat light house in the 
depth range of 16-20 m. It was estimated from 
the catch details collected from all the twenty five 
units landed that a total of nearly 721 of mackerel 
were caught on that day. Such a heavy landing 
of mackerel created a sensation locally being not 
witnessed in the past. Observations made on 
subsequent days indicated absence of shoals. 
R. I.. Madras - 600 006. 
Fig. 1. Portion of the catch. 
Fig. 2. Auctioning of the catch at the landing centre. 
Length frequency data collected revealed 
that the size range of the species varied between 
170-174 mm and 200-204 mm with a predomi-
nant size group at 185-189 mm. Few fishes 
examined were in immature stage of gonadial 
development. 
The entire catch was sold by auction at the 
Fig. 3. Truck load of iced fish. 
Fig. 4. Insulated vans loading the catch at the centre. 
landing centre and the price per basket contain-
ing 180-200 fishes weighing about 25 kg, ranged 
between Rs. 180-190. Since local consumption 
was less, the bulk of the catch was transported 
by trucks and insulated vans to markets in 
Andhra Pradesh and Kerala states. 
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fqcT^ cTH, eft i t Tjpt ^T^ Tf #5f •Hil^"! I^ ?IT ^ t 
T^TT 1 ^ *2rc» -qr - q ^ ^ T # ^tt TTMR ^JT 3^7 ^TSI 
•jqew -^f f 1 ^rafq -q^r $t ^ ^fnr #5jf ^Jt wra 
• ^ ^ f^ ^ t^ r %tcTo; ai ic im ^S^SIT ^ t ^rrit 11 
^. f ^ g ^ T ^ t -q^ vg- 3tfil^ f (41%) I^% i t ^ ^7. 
2/T$FT (33.2%) stk y. ^rmir^H I I M ^ 11 3TTO 
•JI^ T -q' itVqftSTTfS # t ^sW: i t ^ t aftr ^ W 
•^ rfcjif % %^rf^r ^ K H ^ I S H £wf $ ^ ^[ f i ^ f 
Hg«RT: 4 T3^T T^TWif ^ qftsicl 11 .^' $fe*U, T?. 
^ ^ « , T. wrrft&T 3ik ^. /77#ri -q^^ u i^cTr 
% 3 ^ T R ^ a ^TH i3^Fr (49%) ^ T t i ^ r a % i t # 
•?st t ?. ef?q?r (38.8%) # t f. i?jfmtftztT 
(10.10%) 3^q «4,iRfe4n' «nfiraf (2.1%) i 
T^VKuw-m ^tef-^rM ^ sfk STRT^T f^ ^ r •^TM, 
•^q "5fM, CR: "^tim, itw ww stk ^FT "^TM "^ "q^% 
T^F% t l ^Fi t -^ i t l^eRf "q' i t ^ t ' 3TRT -tt^ t l 
15-25 i t TOI$ % ^8^r ^ T f^ y-ciiRrid t^er-^ ricTf 
"q'FT#ff^3T^"qS|r5in^l tcf t t lH^KI^^^cre 
wm4 srfW "3qft8Tt% % ww 8-10 ft i t "Sfit ¥lzt 
•sTTerrsift " ^ ^?. ^Qw arr^ rar TTM f^ "qra ¥R^T 
i ' 15-30 t i i t "3iTcTr# W& wts v~s ^T <JM4!JI ^ T ^ 
t i 
^ ^ f 1JW 3J!T 377? W ^ f Spmqil $%, ^ f 
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sfa -3M % JMRdd if w*x ^ f * ^?m "«WT "simr 
3!^«R-t^w ^ t arafa if s i * "RM if -qrt ^ t 
"eft ^?. 2f=7W F^)T HT^--^ if 3fc £ <ft/W%« >^T 
*pf-lud«R 3 srfiiehHNi if zqftsra it% f i "j^ rorr 
if "^T-^rsnf^ ffNf "5RT 4'i=bid "SR^t-irr^ aqfrc 
arrant 3 *pf--facfar rrer ^ft arafa t i 
f^a-^ ft3FTf5 ffi ^tk ffi t1 ^f t STJcFR % 
* $ W? i f 'Spai^  t sfk ^ W 3 # R K T : fRfa CTVT m^\f\ 
a t e W 5 elWT 20,500 ^ t f ^ F T 52,000 ZT 
<rer«r3T "3TT TT3KTT t l ctftR "qSRf TUfa ^FtfcR TRRT 
3*F5f % 300,700 ^tef ^Ttf T?^* Sl^ldHl' ^ t 24 m 
*T3HTf fCR^ f 3 H # W # *Tf ft? t^?T T^?T F^T 
• g^ ?IS*T ^ I ^ f t , 1?. $£&$# T^T ztr W S TTTW 
t i m 4 i f f % sfechu stfmw <T2PT ft>#* 
H0fcl4T F^T ^ SW 3WR 'ft t l f ? # R ' ^ P I ^ 0 I 
«cl4>dl ^ "SFRI 3#M4 t l 
W ^ST TTTT % cld*HH TfTtaW $ "STTRT £ $A^*M 
^T *ft *TR3 IRI T*T WfrT TFf t ^H r^aT 11 ^ f ^ 
M=K^  «|ai^  %*qfrt"i$T W*TR d+Hl+T^T R4«*>l*i <*»<il 
3#^Ff t ftrat wforaiaff ^ft ?sft % STJSR f^ rf%«r 
w f ^s T^f *FT "3?qr^ T ^ F W S >^r ^  w i ta 
ftj*rr w TT%I 
ftra^t ^ ^ F ! if TpRM ^ -srgsft -3cqi^ r ^ p 
*TST t l M 1971 % 82159 ^T ^ ^IT^T ^ 1981 
3 2.34 cffil Z^ "^ t "WI ^ 1990 f^ " ^ "^ T <J^ KH 
4.92 cirer ^r «ni -qF ^ t "q^5 mlcw+l " ^ R 
(Capture fisheries) F^T %T^R 11 W$ HlPcW+l 
Soft *f «ft TTUR^ ^^cft i f I 'ZTff 'SFt TT^t W 5 % 
^ «f5T *rnr •#*!$ ciz ^T 4)'KH t i f^re11?^ 
%f^ 1967 f^ ^ Tpft <^iruiN+ T^cRf ^ >t TR#T 3% 
•SIR 3 ^Rf J^T «r£ %n^ if <JH4tn #05 w. % iMI 
^ r ^1 T$m t i 
#n? r^? ^ "Prqfa ^ " ^ ^T^ "3^ f TJOT % 
* ^ N H T if ^raTTf^  # t alk •Rfif^ nz ^©T «ti 
MSlR'li ^qi^T 1982-83 % 248.9 Z^T ^  1991-92 if 
4 7 3 ^ ^ 7 ^ 7 1 ^ ! f ^ r 37^R fnqfcT"zqi^T Hf 
1982-83 % 85.14 cIRI * . ^ 1991-92 if 18.6 3Rte 
crar-^TFiii ^ % ^ r ^nrq t : 1. HsiR'kif ^ f^r 
"W5 if i f ^ f e a% 2. ffqfcT -RFT % ^R^T -^ STTfrq 
•armrrtf if W ^ i ^ % i ^ i if i f ^fe a% faqM 
% ^ ^ f t yrd4lPidi i 
vfldWiH t i f ^ 3 •qtwrr $ ^zqR <rer % TT*ft 
U*i<sl HcWH ^^1 if ^ifa'Mdf " ^ 3H<i|d<ul ^Idl 11 W 5 
%-g^I MFT"^ F«IRTM (ft«R^F-5ie) 3% Mid ^Idf 
"^  WRT FtcTT t"i ""ST^n^T" *if*!dfcd T^ft "^ "SFPIT "SiraT 
t 3flT l ^ f t ^Ic!T^t 1.5 3 ift % 2.5 3. Tft # [ c M 
225 ift ^ 450 Tft ftcft t l l ^ f t l N l f l TfttatC 
W^i IHICH 3^ d<i«c(^ ^ ^Nf if'PF'n'siRnti ^(jiR'ii 
im-m i ro i\m t , |q^M ftiTO-3T^R 11 
•tiom if "qi^ t 'Sllcf 11 
ft* %f^ sftz HilWMdf F^T ^ > c l 1R 50 TIT T^ 
^ 3TfW f f t % F^IF? ¥T2 ^ i r^ ld f T$t 15 $ 20 
^. < t f i f ^ ^ c r t l 3W: -qfgff #C Pt^ lfdchT 3ft 
TFT ^ 11% * t^% H^RJIdf F^t PlC^d "RqRl4T 
i f ^ TTfHf %t%^ 100 TH. Tf W ^ aif^W *m "5TM 
J^T% "?T5F TTTeR W& TR 3#RF TJcT "qFTT «IT lR«Tr 11 
•q^ wfoPd* ferft •% 40 m «nr % T& ft>.nT 
H^.lR'U % c^T 20"?. 3lf% J^TcTr 11 ^FFTFl^tlOO 
19 
TTT. "qft cR? W R RiTT W$ eft "HR Ri.TTT 3ttaR 250 
•^  ylrHiBd tftx HgiR'id f*¥iH7%"*fa«R %t%^ STR 
^%t i ^ ^ ^ T r ^ ^ T O ^ ^ ' f a z W R 
t i ftzwpfa^t"ftR am"3°iit% fat<j<i ^ T^R*TT 
<n?r aidti^id^ $tff if TPTOI ftfartf % #TRR 
TOR if HsfN iraicff 3m ^  % TWIT 3 ^ k *R 
T^ • j^m if i f ^ n *TRT t i •qwswi wft ttn 
<JcW-<H telT % am aicKMKl^ ^ f a ^ R T %l 
<TM tfZ ^ T % *WN< T§KPTT *TRT f l Tjpif 
% «JR. CTM if ni$fti+ CIMIC|<UI ^sr ^ R %f^ yciid)' 
=FTT^fl "3^ "s^ R % WT T^*J5 TRT 3T«R 3TR 
<TM if 'a^r ^ t am ^ f -qft^R ^T mA w& 
1.75 tft X 1.75 * f t x i * f r ^ 2 1 * f t x 7 T f t x i * f t 
3IFErc%wr 3HN+d Mx||<rH-q'tl eTfeR ^  TOTfcT 
3TT3FR 1 0 ' > : f t x 7 ' * f t x 1 ' ' f t ^ T t^rf^T 3TRJR % 
H$lR'ldl'^t«.T+ <*,<} ^ P d M . ^ ^ f t c T M ^ W R 
*TTcf ^ tsr^ nf^ TcT t%*TT *TRT f I 
cTMf F^T " ^ ^ 3 % 1l5^ lT"1 *TM ^ 3TT^<T feTT 
*TTCTT 11 "sn^ ff •sfit d+4) % ifc*T if ^ ta am # R ^ 
TTOT R**TT *TRTT 11 ~Q% d*£) % ifr*T 3>t <TTrf % ^Rf 
am ehHstOd ^ F t ' % TTOT ^ RcJ f I ^TM^FtrRvST 
% jg*F5f % 1TWR <k % Wm ^51 felT *TRT % I 
^mta ^JRT <TM if *R^ m Mt nsifaV ^FT smi *TFT 
% ^TeTTfaRT t l 
^*TRT if T ^ ^ M$lfa*'ldf F^T "nTTOft" $ M 
*IT TeIT?15 -trfNt i f ^TcRR Tfe "& *TF "HgS i t W f a 
TO?T m ?nct t i 
tfmr ^ fw$f S ^ R J ^ T T •STICTT t i M 
TORT' if ^TTT "^ n^ r ' fn "^  "%%& if ^ f t »ft ftit^ 
^ " n ^ t i ^ ^ ^ T ^ ^ F f - i f r . ^ io ir 15-f^mlf 
ism sftr MIMUI 
^>*3, i^ r*Hi^ <m am a^i Tjft^ qf -^  - ? ^ f i ^m>j 
^ r if "^ f i 
"^T ^T I -^T t % TloR %fcR 50 TIT TT ^ Ff 
«m% *wR'i«if ^ ^ t i -qicR ^ft 3 f^«r so ^ 
90 fiFT t am ^T W T if H l^RMdT % 100 i t 125 
TIT eRT ?m "5TM ^ Rct p ; f t ^ ^ t ^ f l 
^ f « R H^lR'Idf "^t H H "^ ^R % TT^ TTMf "^ 
^ ^ T f r a r o . ^ f ^ t ? r ^cT t i 100 TTFT *TR 
^ "Q^ i" t%. ITT H^lR'k ?^t 200 ^  250 "?. cRT TJcT 
ft^RT t l eFTTT ^nft H*lR'ldf ^ ^ReT if fTOcT 
warn T&FZ nqfcT ^R% %%^ ^rtt^r t i 
+i4*4f % ^ft if fHt^ ^ft %i ^ R 
7 "Jft x 4.6 "*ft x 1 l f t % WcT i f 80-90 "Mf if 
100-125 TTT 3IM ^R% % ^R i f Mt M 2 ^t t l 
T f t cTTcT^ T 3TRTR ^ TT ¥R % ^R"T "ST5RR am "^aRT 
^ ^ ^ 3RFTRT f3TT «TT am ^ f e ^T ^T3T5St«ftl 
"
JTSlftT "ST% cTTcff i f Mt "5TR W 25-30 TTT ^ ft ^Scft '^ TTST 
^ar "nrri 
W ^ f«R Wtt& ^ TRf^R 3TTT8Rf TTOR J^T 
•^[Tt^t iT3T^W<T-#ft l ^ t^TR^^RTRTraTcR 
^ ^ M*lfa''ld* 1RT TTRT if -^TcTSKT lt% f am " ^ 
' T t ' ^ T ^ T t l ¥ ^ R %%^ 13RT % ^ T i f ^ T TJJT 
% ?R TT i^t >^r •sra'mr arftRr ^ R^ % ^R^T W TnTicft 
)^T R^ ?T am 3T-RSPH cTFR ^ T ^7 f | 
7 0 ^ ^ a * r ^ % i o o o ^ ^ i f a ' j | d ^ w * j [ 
R^T ^ "Q i^ cTTcf •$ "SrfcT "^ RTcT 100 t%. TTT am " ^ 20 
^3#r -<R?cTf%30ofo.'m#n"sn^][3ni M t f f 
f^ft Wffi "ST^T %. TfT 20 "?. ^  ^T "^ 2100 7. ^I+Hrld 
1BRT fFIT I 300 fa.TIT H<lfr*J|df "^t ^ % . TfT 
250 ?. m % ^ 3 75,000/- ^ . "HTO f3 f l | -#31, ' jm 
T 3 # , v^STIcT, H^<jfl a f^cf "H f^t " ^ W 3vft ^R 
Mt WT*FT 50,000/- •?. ^T 3 M "5fTO itcfT f i 
JQ TRHT % W f a i f ^ -sra^ ft ^* 5^T T$m 
1. *3Rfa -jraif I t *!?! F^T fPTftcf Hr^^H 
2. T3JU % ^T If ^ 3Jt ^R3T $JRF T^oft =Ft e!«JcJT 
3. Traicr fafwrif If 3FJ#*T H^fd4f ^ ef^ Tcn 
^ 15RP R3tf£ WZ i t f f % I ^ # T ^ # W H % * P f 
1982 3 85 W$ +IPMWI % ^Rf 3T^ %cf f ^ % f a 
^ MlP<f^ fd<=b1 ""R T[3F 3T*zm SR*f %*TT I I?R5T ^ T 
It mfr® M r e -qigaff % «*R If UFRT 3% HIPCW*! 
TR F^ FT JRR *TFHT f l 
*iP+Hi4i -mil if Tfapft-'ikieifl »eim<ijisll % 
• te f t ^^ I^e f raT^TI W ^ 3M3T 9 ^  "»Ft %^f 
3 Mt PuPw M O T ^ mm «n, t^ ra^T •qft^ rm, 
*lPtHI4l ^ ^TT ^T3f f % M ^ W l if f^r% TR^ cr 
t l 
•qfarm % srpnR w •qftMcf ^ft ^ R r f w 
ftsjf<T3?R<Teraz ^RcTT, 3^ <=b *HPd ^Ft H^Pd4)',#ff, 
^^3fk^ReR^"?m3%'%t^-3^ lcT^ i r7rqT| "q^f 
•s f^^ Tci cirfa 34fkjyiRjMM, tidrifizm dniW 50% 
IF- VI'HRH)*! (35%), ^/737^ 4/^4« (14.5%) 3?R 
#. Hl-iUll (0.5%) If f^ftT # T 3#P3F ^ (82%.) 
^fe ^ .mt^v f i^ifd^T, "#5f S¥R *#. $fe<kn % f+viH 
^ m T#spft <K % M<M<HM tTrPR <Mf If 
H l^W'ld ^ FFS ^ T^Toff ^  ^ ? Itclt -3IT • # 11 ^f*FT 
M^lR'k HirrWeb) % &jf If FF! W?T, - ^ T ^m $K 
TJ^ T If «l^ ^ f "^ fT " ^ ^ct 11 3ffi : ^ ^Rf i f 
H^lR'kT «Bt •fe»M«IHI«isbd STRiRif ofST^ r «rr?cit 3T5ST 
% 3m8inT ^ Rrm, w w #rr sftt'^aff ^ t ^ n ^ Mt 
•5^ ^irnftl 
3Tf«R7f1^R^T fT^M-Rf-3FR<T%^H^t3raf«f 
11 w?' ^tmMf^^. Tu$m 3|R <IHHIMI^H t^R*T 
if •f^R-'f^NT ?ra» % ?jpre>ra % ^T«T ^ M *R "arqfFRT 
t afR ^r. *fii)RiJlti ^dHi) 3% ^tftnr If tRSRt-
3T^r% ^ M % ^ T « T i #^. ^-y)^)w «fl*< Mifenl'ii 
3^ T ^ WMi<?lH %'#^-ft«m 'l^fc Hlfd %1^ FTR =Fl"¥^t 
•^I3t 2flfR :*q$ -3IeT SR ^RT • M If ^ # T ft«# If 
3tf*TcF w r r If -qi^  - ^ t i jmx $rm&\ m*a-
3F$K W efft 3igP«T t l WI%T Him ^ ^ f % 1 ^ 
t ^JR 3fa ^3 f H<dNleiH ^^ fM If 3*faeFT #®?T If " ^ 
^fWR SRT 1979-83 % T^CR ^qrgT i f 10-45 
Tft T^Tlf i f ^ ^ T ^ #TT HlfrHchl ^ ^ J T % 37J3R 
jfft *# *nflNr a t a •q^^500z^^§t7Fiti w% 
ifamz Hft ^ % R H 82.4% «n i -qtafg: ^Wf 
If it.4fcs+n, w. dl4nl*0 «fR ^ r. vhirm)n am: 
38.09, 26753 3^ C 15.08 ZT 3?k 3Tram ^ sfTOI: 50-
216 fiT "Rt, 50-119 fa tft 3?k 60-169 ft *ft ^ IT ^MI 
if. HlJdlH •gJI %1^R 8.1 ZT «fT ^ ^ T -q^3n?5 
21 
f^fm 3HcK"l % 2% «TT «R% n^f^ FRTSI %fa 
HiRftqKuD ^ #TT w a i f 3 ^ § T ^ if?r W- dw'l'fl 
R^T 4)'KH 65% «JTI 
^ffcfpft, ^ t. "Eft. "qiefa 31R 'IIRJHHII 3f *nft "*Trar 3 "^ rat 
•qi^rqt^T 3?R fe+mGmT *ft ^ f -TOT 3 
eblfaHlJSI Wit $ laTRT ftct % I 
^ rR^ f TTFRJ5 3 ^ ^ l d ) 3TOTKTR«I *ITC 3?R 
q^pff 3 w t *raf ^ft TRgRr ^ MWHM w r c 
Bb^ tl«b<rlMT *f ^5T MRc|d~H <?TFTT 11 3 ^ STHl^ fJf 
3fa TT^ flff % sn^ FR ^ % 3FR1R ITCTtfsRT f3RT f l 
«ITSRT *Hf ^ U*djd $ ^ f t 34H|A|<*>"| $ cM <R <T^  
W f^ (double net) W& ^JT cR^T t l 
4 ,
^H> j lM"¥ tz t?M" t^^ t ^ "^T^T t f« tcT ' ^T t l 
" ^ ^ 3TRRl% f ^ f "SITWTt F H OTf f ^ t 7 T^ 
Tft ^ )T TJ^T T^IcT cfJT y-=lldH ^ RcTT 11 'fSTO Wf fa ^ 
"•qtcrR ^ " T& •$& wni 14 *ft t alk #s i f 
8Tft I ^ZTN^I 5 t^ .TIT. H R % ^ W T T ^ f l t ^ 
TN "$ fPlfacT SRRleF 3 13 S^ftfWT "^T^fft ^ ft WIR 
t l £ ! ^ ' % *PTC "fa % WT •q* TTfTTf.% 3T3flR 
31|c(^* cklf % Hl^ dTH TN F^T "3TC#T R^?TT t l 
3T*T yi«J>Rl+ I^TCT % STclM WHNIclH 3?R *ft. ^t. 
^ ^m i$ 3*H % ^ T *f WTFT ^ t f %jf^ m: •Sftta 
"5FT3 etc* t l 
HlfcW*1 ^ft ^ f l "§ ^flfa HM ^ f f+SiiU ffft 3?R 
•qr «pr sRR^Tcim fci 
#efa-14 
"^JfTcT J^T 175cTT *JPT 'fa$ %?lt ' i^% f 7.20 ift 
t , ^ t TfRff 0.90 "Rt 3?fc "3fM8jt "3FJT STRHT 15 fa 
*ft % I WcT % "9Fte 13^ 5 f^ i-Hcbl ^T ^fct f , efwfl^  
5-4 "# 3lK "5fMI# ^T 3MJR 8 fa *ft R^TT f l 
«IIcT 3 eFll% "n% k»|o|ebf 3fk ^ % MR F^t 
^^R^cT ^R% ^ T % fafaq cT#' ^' 3T^R ^R '?T^ ?IT 
^ r ^ s^fa if 15 ift ^ t " H ^ if ^Rm 11 
mfiPritfem w/^ /rt<^</, *lzfiFmr ^tmtft, 
^/?3T?T ? / ^ ^ MFftmtmr msblulw, afiztf&m 
3#f f^ T «n^T ^ft W 5 f l "3IM ^T 3lw F^RT 
3000/- •?. t 3^ k T^eRT t^ mfor ^ T R ^ -rai^ T t l 
€t. PlR*He|crWT 
22 
3?RrcrJfer% fa»insm<dum r^Hi^ftgr?r^dc>ch)^^^ii ^PM 
TT*T. worn, T^T Tm$ ifa 3frc T^T. *Kfl<si< 
3Jk TT f^ ^ F R #TT ^ f t ^T HlrHI^ H 3 R T | f I 
3TRreR$T lf<rcrl$<rll ^T$N ^ T W T . ^ f t n^fcf 
( a ^ f a d "^ ITfcT) % ^?*FT %%ij Tf^ RcT % I W * f a 
% faiifaii afk TRoff % "grnf^ TRT a j^f%RT^nfiT 
tWT % *id*h)^ tedt p^T=r7f ^ t HTFTT ^ f t ^R^ qFT 
sflr1¥iTfeM^R3^cRw%^f%#5r^ti ^sf%^r 
^t 'M||Rl4l' % # T T?ct % : t5T afft ^ # I ^ f t ?TFT 
3 FFTT ^ fa *FT -5R#T 3 18 ^ f t ^gwff ^T WRT 
^ I W t tSTFW •sfr^TcTT II 3ffc X ^ f % * f a 11 
^ WT*FT 100 "*R 11 
TM ST^ gf^ RT ^ lt% fm $ JQ ifk % 18 ^ 5R?f 
% 3FJSR fljRT| ^T BrfSRT^r 2.5 t ^ i f f t M t l 
^gfarf % -q^ pfr "SIR #TT #3f (if. # M ? ) 
f^TI ^PFT %ft 5000/- "?. *CT afR^Rf7#ff 3 ^F$t 
60,000/- "?. W<T 3^TTI H3*ft 1992 "3f ^ ffa ^R* =fR^ 
^ 93 3 w q fa*n i 3J?^T <4^IH4T % " ^ "9RM 
^ 3T3?jf%rw «nfcT f w r 3 % J ; T^TT 23,000/- ^.w\^ 
IpFFTTI 
^RT ^ # T chir+HI^I "$ #TT #5f 7§ft? f^ITI 
W f a 3RR<T 93 3 TTRT fasfTI ^T ^R ^5f cT^M 
% F^R^ T °FS feH+7 ^T ^ T?T f 3TT f^ RR^ ^ f f%? ";T1^ 
w^n "qsf i 
f ^ n r ^ 
dPHdHI^  cTZ ^ f 1988-92 ^ t a^ fq *^ 3^?T 
14,340 Z^T ^FT^T <I^RrlJK ^RFpf F^T 3^cRW f3H 
an i TH a f^Kr cfft ^ r "q^s ^r 44% 1992 3 "sir<T 
^ f FF> T^eT ^T mft ^ t ^|+r^=h « # 1TO^ falRTT 
22-6-92 ^ W %S ^ f HR l^Rrld 25 F^T ^ ITeff 
$ (W ^ ) 2.5 Z^T ^ R l t ^T 3^ ?RtJT f3HI ^ t 
Jifd+ld W5Z -m% % ^ oR TJejf $5f ^ f 16-20 ift ^ T ^ 
^ f i ^ I « n i ^ t ^ ^ W T ^ 7 2 ^ ^ F r s f ^ T 3 T ^ R ^ 
"^ f «FT "3n#' ^ iT y-^MH " ^ f^TT «TT I 
"5TM ^ f f ^ft e M ^ f 170-174 ^ "4t % ^ T 
a|R 200-204 $ *ft % #51 «TT I ^ f ^ 185-189 ^ T 
•^ ft 3rgkr^2iT f^ «ft i 
180-200 ^raclt % 25 % TIT ^ ZF^ FRt 180-190 ^ 
^f ^ - f a f f TPTTI T«TFfrq ^T%T ^ T f f t % J^R^ T 
aRtwa^ fr afk % M % ^RRf f^ ^ST f^n :n^ rT i 
ift -q^ r ^  3TR 3?Tf % trsra SFJSWH %?, TRH % ^ . ^m\ 
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